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ABSTRACT
Recent advancements for performance-based design of buildings subjected to wind loads require incorporation of
uncertainties in both loading and resistance into the nonlinear analysis procedures that are used for predicting windinduced response of the buildings. While probabilistic analysis approaches are more commonly used for incorporation
of uncertainties, their ability in simulating detailed nonlinear behaviour of the structures if often subject to limitations.
Deterministic methods, on the other hand, are generally capable of simulating complex nonlinear behaviour of
buildings such as stiffness and strength degradation and provide more accurate predictions of the nonlinear state of
the structure such as yield and collapse points, with the expense of additional computational effort. In this study,
uncertainties in wind loads subjected to the building as well as the building properties are included into the nonlinear
deterministic simulation of the wind-induced response of the 20-story SAC frame all the way through collapse. WEUQ tool developed by SimCenter is utilized for incorporating uncertainties into the deterministic model of the frame
created in OpenSEES. The WE-UQ Application is an open-source software that provides researchers a tool to assess
the performance of a building to wind loading. Nonlinear probabilistic/deterministic performance assessment of the
building through collapse is then performed by incorporating uncertainties into the simulation of building-related and
wind-related parameters, while incorporating the effects of wind directionality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Current practice in the wind design of the regular-shaped buildings that do not possess unstable
response characteristics in the across-wind direction is the equivalent static design method
(ASCE/SEI 2017). In this approach, the wind loads are applied to the building statically, and the
response of the building remains linear elastic. More realistic methods have been proposed to date,
such as the Data-Based Assisted Design (DAD) method proposed by (Park, Duthinh et al. 2019),
in which a linear response history analysis approach is used. However, recently, researchers and
practicing engineers have been interested in the development and utilization of performance-based
wind design of the buildings. Although this approach has been well established in seismic
applications, it is still undergoing developments in the field of wind engineering. The main
objective of this study is to obtain an improved understanding of the probabilistic nonlinear
response of the building structures subjected to strong wind loads all the way through collapse.

2. MTHODOLOGIES
The 20-story steel moment resisting frame, from the SAC project (SAC Joint venture 2000), is chosen for
the purpose of the probabilistic nonlinear performance assessments in the current study. SAC is a joint
venture between the Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC; the S in SAC), the Applied
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Technology Council (ATC; the A in SAC), and California Universities for Research in Earthquake
Engineering (CUREe; the C in SAC). The chosen building is located in Boston, USA and has a windgoverned design. Given the importance of detailed simulation of the nonlinear structural response in
accurate prediction of different nonlinear states such as yielding and collapse, a complex nonlinear model
of the frame is created in OpenSEES (McKenna 2000). This model includes detailed simulation of the
beam, column, and panel zone nonlinear behavior including stiffness and degradation. The wind loading
histories for the building are obtained from the Tokyo Polytechnic University database for high-rise
buildings (TPU 2008). The OpenSEES model and the wind loading history from TPU database are then
used as inputs to the WE-UQ tool (Frank McKenna 2019) developed by SimCenter for incorporating
uncertainties into the deterministic simulation of the wind-induced response of the buildings. In the
OpenSEES model, the building’s inherent damping, the material’s modulus of elasticity, and the parameters
of the modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler deterioration model for the beam (Lignos and Krawinkler 2010)
and column (Lignos, Hartloper et al. 2019) elements are chosen as random variables with proper statistical
distributions chosen according to the relevant literature (Kareem 1987, Lignos and Krawinkler 2010, Li
and Hu 2014, Huang 2017, Lignos, Hartloper et al. 2019). In addition, the speed of the wind loading
histories is also chosen as a random variable. Nonlinear probabilistic/deterministic performance assessment
of the building through collapse is then performed using the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method
chosen for the uncertainty quantification engine within the WE-UQ tool.
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